
 Prototypes 

You stumble into what seems to be the final room, but there’s nothing you can interact with—no 
buttons, no moving panels, nothing at all! Instead, there are just a bunch of advertising posters for 
prototype Aperture Science products, with their names in CAPITAL LETTERS. You notice that each 
one has a number of portals of various shapes and sizes going through it. The portals themselves 
don’t really lead anywhere… How do you solve this room? 
 

Puzzle Answer Advertisement Text 

Contact  This stationery is our newest invention in message 
concealment. Its color is so dark that it renders any 
message written on it completely unreadable! 

SPAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACE  An entry in Aperture’s latest lineup of weapons, this 
one is a pole, but we’ve taken the liberty of adding 
a sharp metal tip to one end to make it more 
dangerous to your enemies. We’ve also coated the 
tip with a cool, refreshing paste, so your opponents 
can savor the flavor as you impale them. 

Engineer’s Notes  Ever wanted to go for a swim but didn’t want to 
leave your vehicle?  Now you can! Just drive right 
up to our motor-friendly water containment facility. 

How have you been  As a complement to last year’s “Fold it yourself” 
gun, which could only fire 1 shot at a time, we've 
created a new companion product! This product, 
also available as a “Fold it yourself”, holds 5 bullets 
together in an easy-to-load configuration. 

Reverse Engineering  Introducing the latest in self defense (and offense) 
technologies, this device crafted carefully from part 
of a broken off tree branch delivers a hit on the 
wrist or on the cheek to your adversaries, available 
only from Aperture Science. 

Aerial Shot  Speed and efficiency are hallmarks of Aperture 
Science’s operations.  After consuming this powder 
rich in silicon dioxide, your days are sure to pass 
rapidly. 

Assembly Required  Living on the edge too much for you? Want some 
extra security? With this new innovation, you can 
grab on and narrowly avoid your perilous death! Or 
will you? 

The Cake is a Lie  Tired of looking up at your clock, or holding out 
your wrist to look at your watch? Aperture Science 
is bringing this device powered by high-quality 
quartz crystals straight to the dining room! Now 
you’ll just have to look below your plate to know 
exactly how late you’re going to be to work. 
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